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CLA RITY SESSION
- $30 for 30 Find peace of mind and confidence through a Clarity Session with Jan L. Bowen
today. 30 minutes for $30 will result in amazing breakthrough improvement.

HERE' S T HE L OGIS TICAL P ROCE S S :
Here’s how it works
You commit to the Clarity Session.
After I receive confirmation of your session, I send you a “Focus Now” questionnaire
to complete and return to me no later than 2 days prior to our session. This serves
to organize your thoughts to make the most of our brief time together AND allows
me to prepare a targeted session for you.
• You schedule via www.calendly.com/jlbowen
• We’ll meet for 30 minutes on Skype. Please send your connect request to me at
jan.bowen7. If you don’t currently have a Skype account, download a free
account.
Following your session, you’ll receive a Personalized Action Plan within 48 hours. It
will have a brief overview of our agreements.
Now you see how we can accomplish that much in such a short time. We’ll focus on
the challenge and the greatest potential outcome. It is startling the motivation and
clarity you can experience when you set your sights on improvement in this way.
Why I can make a difference for you
If my bio and website information didn’t quite convince you that I can help walk you
through to the next step, let me explain why I may be a different solution to others
you’ve tried. Quite simply — it’s the combination I bring. Not one thing in itself is
unusual, but the combination is.
Personality-wise, I am highly intuitive and an idiosyncratic combination of practical
hard-tacks with overflowing sensitive empathy. Put those together and it means I
truly understand what you mean AND I can interpret a method to navigate you to
the next practical step.
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Business-wise, my experience is extensive and spans over 40 years. I’ve formed and
run my own business, worked in the high adrenaline world of mergers &
acquisitions, been a corporate executive at a Fortune 500 company for over ten
years, and many iterations in between. Through it all I’ve maintained my common
thread of living my Life Purpose. What that means for you is that I’ve experienced
the full gamut of work situations and can bring my experience to the session for
practical results.

PRICE :
• $30.00

Personally, I believe life is about integration. We aren’t work and we aren’t just
leisure. We are everything in our life. Who and what we are needs to combine to
represent us. That’s living in integrity, and that comes from living in clarity.

